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HETTY preschool is fortunate to have qualified speech and 
language facilitators working with in the setting. They have been 
trained by ELKLAN to train all the staff with-in the setting. As a 
result of all the training and skills the staff have obtained, HETTY 
Preschool was the first preschool to gain accreditation from ELKLAN 
for “Communication Friendly Setting”. This is a real boost to us at 
HETTY as it means we will be an example setting for other nurseries 
in the area.  
There for because of this we introduced a scheme where the 
children will be encouraged to expand on their language through 
the introduction of new weekly focus words.  
We really value the partnership we have with parents at HETTY 
and so would love for you to be involved. If you or your child 
have any words that you would like to suggest (for example new 
words that your child has learnt after a trip to a museum, seaside 
or the zoo) then please let us know.  
Each week the website will be updated with our new words and 
they will also be displayed on the front door at HETTY.  
 
 
Thank you  
Tracyann Worthington  
(Speech and Language Facilitator) 
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